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going to actually grow in grace and in the knowledge of the Lord?

Seek to make all decisions in such a way so as to advance these

1three main aspects of the will of God.

7 . Sleep over all important decisions. God doesn't want us to

jump to decisions. How easy it is in a meeting to raise your hand.

Somebody tells you about the need of Afganistanm You are tremendously

impressed. Now who will go to Afganistan? Raise your hand. It's too

important, some of these decisions to make suddenly. Think them over.

Sleep over them. Don't make sudden decisions on important matters,

Sleep over all important decisions.

8. Don't waste time on unimportant decisions. Three-fourths of

the decisions we have to make in life are verYvery unimportant. And

people waste a great deal of ti*me time thinking about them.

Particularly if they are decisions on which you do no tihave sufficient
answer.

data to make a correct de_-i.sn Unimportant decisions He wants us

to make and step out and act upon them. Not to waste time on them.

9. Trust God to lead. You go into a restarant, and you want

your desert. What shall you have? Shall you have lemon pie, or shall

you have strawberry pie? Well it's a decision, and it probably is of

no importance. Whichever you feel like. Whichever looks the best, just

take. But it may be the most important decision of ryour life. One of

those may have poison in it. It may have spoiled food. It may kill

you. It may make you sick for a long time. We can trust God to lead

us in the common ordinary desisions. We must trust Him to lead us. We

must know that He knows all these things, and that if we truly are
the

s eeking to do His will, He will lead. It may be that you are/one person

who can do a great work in Afganisttn that is needed. Or it may be

that you can do a work in Ohio that is tremendously needed, and that
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